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Turkish state bank over allegations it broke sanc-
tions on Iran. The Turkish assault, launched after a
phone call between Erdogan and Trump, has forced
Washington to abandon a strategy in place for five
years and pull its troops from northern Syria.

It has spawned a humanitarian crisis, with 160,000
civilians taking flight, a security alert over thousands of
Islamic State fighters abandoned in Kurdish jails, and a
political maelstrom at home for Trump, accused by con-
gressional leaders, including fellow Republicans, of
betraying loyal US allies, the Kurds. Syrian government
forces, backed by Washington’s adversaries Russia and
Iran, have meanwhile taken advantage of the power
vacuum left by retreating US troops to advance swiftly
into the largest swath of territory previously outside
their grasp.

Washington announced a package of sanctions to
punish Turkey on Monday, but Trump’s critics said the
measures, mainly a hike in steel tariffs and a pause in
trade talks, were too feeble to have an impact. Twenty-
four hours later US prosecutors’ charges were unveiled
against Turkey’s majority state-owned Halkbank for
taking part in a multi-billion dollar scheme to evade
Iran sanctions. Washington says the case is unrelated to
politics. Halkbank denies wrongdoing and called the
case part of the sanctions against Turkey.

US ‘show of force’
The Turkish advance, and Washington’s need to

swiftly evacuate its own forces, have brought the two
biggest militaries in NATO close to confrontation on
the battlefield. Washington has complained about
Turkish artillery fire near its troops. In the latest poten-
tial flashpoint, US military aircraft carried out a “show
of force” over the border city of Kobani after Turkish-
backed fighters came close to American troops there, a
US official said.

Pence said Erdogan had promised Trump by phone
that Turkey would not attack Kobani, a strategically
important border city where US forces first came to the
aid of Kurds against Islamic State, which massacred
Kurdish civilians there in 2014. Erdogan said he had not
broken his promise to Trump: “Mr Trump’s remark on
Kobani was ‘Don’t strike there’,” Erdogan told reporters
late on Tuesday. “We said that we had only done an
encircling operation there at the moment.”

Land rush
Washington’s hasty exit has created a land rush

between Turkey and Russia - now the undisputed for-
eign powers in the area - to partition the formerly US-
protected Kurdish area. The Syrian Observatory for

Human Rights, which monitors the eight-year Syrian
war, said yesterday Russian troops had crossed the
Euphrates River to advance to Kobani’s outskirts.

Lebanon’s Al-Mayadeen TV reported that Russian-
backed Syrian forces had also set up outposts in
Raqqa, the one-time capital of Islamic State’s caliphate,
which the Kurds captured in 2017 at the peak of their
campaign with US support. Hours after Washington
announced its pullout on Sunday, the Kurds, who lost
thousands of fighters waging battle against Islamic
State in a five-year alliance with the United States,
made an abrupt deal with Washington’s adversaries, the
Russian- and Iranian-backed government of President
Bashar al-Assad.

Russia-backed Syrian troops have swiftly moved
into towns across the breadth of the Kurdish-held area,
including the city of Manbij, a major target of Turkey
which US forces said on Tuesday they had quit. Reuters
journalists travelling with Syrian government forces on
Tuesday entered Manbij and saw Russian and Syrian
flags flying from buildings near the city. Russian state
television reported yesterday that Syrian government
forces had occupied bases abandoned by US troops.

Erdogan, who is due in Moscow later this month,
said he had told President Vladimir Putin that Russia
could move forces into Manbij, provided that the
Kurdish YPG militia was cleared out. “I told this to Mr
Putin as well,” Erdogan said. “If you are clearing Manbij
of terrorist organizations, then go ahead, you or the
regime can provide all the logistics. But if you are not
going to do this, the people there are telling us to save
them.”

‘No ceasefire’
Erdogan says Trump approved his plans for a “safe

zone” around 30 km inside Syria, stretching hundreds
of miles from the Euphrates river in the west to the Iraqi
border in the east. Trump says he did not endorse the
Turkish plans but Washington cannot stay to police the
Middle East. “They say ‘declare a ceasefire’. We will
never declare a ceasefire,” Erdogan told reporters on a
plane back from a visit to Azerbaijan late on Tuesday.
“They are pressuring us to stop the operation. They are
announcing sanctions. Our goal is clear. We are not
worried about any sanctions,” he said.

The Turkish campaign shows no sign of abating on
the ground, with most of the fighting so far around two
border cities, Ras Al Ain and Tel Abyad. A Reuters cam-
eraman in the Turkish border town of Ceylanpinar
reported the sound of heavy gunfire just across the
frontier in Ras Al Ain, which Turkey’s Defense Ministry
had earlier said its forces controlled.

Although US sanctions announced by Trump so far
were seen by markets as mild, the case against its sec-
ond biggest state lender Halkbank was a reminder that
Turkey’s economy could be vulnerable to measures
that hit its financial system. The charges against
Halkbank stem from a case that has caused friction in
US relations with Turkey for years. Shares of Halkbank
plunged as much 7% yesterday, despite a ban on
short selling. — Reuters

US officials rush
to Turkey; Russia...

WASHINGTON: The United States carried out a secret
cyber operation against Iran in the wake of the Sept 14
attacks on Saudi Arabia’s oil facilities, which Washington
and Riyadh blame on Tehran, two US officials have said.
The officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said
the operation took place in late September and took aim
at Tehran’s ability to spread “propaganda.” One of the
officials said the strike affected physical hardware, but
did not provide further details.

The attack highlights how President Donald
Trump’s administration has been trying to counter
what it sees as Iranian aggression without spiraling
into a broader conflict. Asked about Reuters reporting
on Wednesday, Iran’s Minister of Communications and
Information Technology Mohammad Javad Azari-
Jahromi said: “They must have dreamt it,” Fars news
agency reported.

The US strike appears more limited than other such
operations against Iran this year after the downing of
an American drone in June and an alleged attack by
Iran’s Revolutionary Guards on oil tankers in the Gulf in
May. The United States, Saudi Arabia, Britain, France
and Germany have publicly blamed the Sept. 14 attack
on Iran, which denied involvement in the strike. The
Iran-aligned Houthi militant group in Yemen claimed
responsibility.

Publicly, the Pentagon has responded by sending
thousands of additional troops and equipment to bol-
ster Saudi defenses - the latest US deployment to the
region this year. The Pentagon declined to comment
about the cyber strike. “As a matter of policy and for

operational security, we do not discuss cyberspace
operations, intelligence, or planning,” said Pentagon
spokeswoman Elissa Smith.

The impact of the attack, if any, could take months to
determine, but cyber strikes are seen as a less-
provocative option below the threshold of war. “You
can do damage without killing people or blowing things
up; it adds an option to the toolkit that we didn’t have
before and our willingness to use it is important,” said
James Lewis, a cyber expert with the Washington-
based Center for Strategic and International Studies.
Lewis added that it may not be possible to deter
Iranian behavior with even conventional military strikes.

Tensions in the Gulf have escalated sharply since
May 2018, when Trump withdrew from the 2015 Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action with Tehran that put lim-
its on its nuclear program in exchange for the easing of
sanctions. It was unclear whether there have been other
US cyber attacks since the one in late September. Iran
has used such tactics against the United States. This
month, a hacking group that appears linked to the
Iranian government tried to infiltrate email accounts
related Trump’s re-election campaign.

Over 30 days in August and September, the group,
which Microsoft dubbed “Phosphorous,” made more
than 2,700 attempts to identify consumer accounts,
then attacked 241 of them. Tehran is also thought to be
a major player in spreading disinformation. Last year a
Reuters investigation found more than 70 websites that
push Iranian propaganda to 15 countries, in an opera-
tion that cybersecurity experts, social media firms and
journalists are only starting to uncover.

Tensions with Iran have been high since the Sept 14
attack. Tehran has said an Iranian tanker was hit by
rockets in the Red Sea last week and warned that there
would be consequences. On Monday, President Hassan
Rouhani reiterated his country’s policy toward the
Trump administration, ruling out bilateral talks unless
Washington returns to the landmark nuclear deal and
lifts crippling US economic sanctions. —- Reuters

US carried out 
a secret cyber 
strike on Iran 

BEIRUT: Driven from his hometown in northeast Syria
as bombs rained down in a Turkish assault, a Kurdish
father worried for his toddler son, who was ill, and
accused America of betraying the Kurds in the region.
Agid Meshmesh escaped from the mainly Kurdish bor-
der town of Kobani on Monday after he couldn’t get
food or diapers for his son, who was battling a severe
infection.

“Life stopped; the doctors all fled,” Meshmesh, 29,
told Reuters by phone from the nearby town of
Manbij, where he was staying with his wife and son.
“We’re fleeing, but we don’t know where to go.” He
called the Turkish military move on the region “a
catastrophe,” and he criticized Washington for aban-
doning Kurdish fighters in northeast Syria, leaving the
region at the mercy of Turkish troops and seeking
help from Syria and Russia.

His hometown, Kobani, was the birthplace of a US-
Kurdish military alliance some five years ago, when
Washington intervened with air strikes to help Kurdish
fighters turn the tide against Islamic State. That made
the US pullout even more bitter. “The Americans could-
n’t do a thing for us,” he said. “It was an American
betrayal of northeast Syria and the Kurdish people....
They left us between the jaws of a pincer.”

Caught in the crossfire, Meshmesh and his family are
waiting, helplessly, to see how the shifting web of rival-
ries and alliances plays out in the tangled battlefield of
northeastern Syria, which the Kurdish YPG militia con-
trols. The past week has redrawn the map of Syria yet
again after more than eight years of war. Washington’s
move to pull out of the region, opening the way for
Ankara’s offensive, left Kurdish forces scrambling for
protection. So the Kurds invited in the Syrian army and
its ally Russia.

Meshmesh said he would rather have Syrian troops
take his hometown than see it fall to Turkish forces -
which he fears would make him a target for his Kurdish
ethnicity. Turkey launched the operation in the region
to target the YPG, which it brands a threat to Turkey.
The ethnically mixed northeast region is home to up to
2 million people, including Kurds, Arabs, Assyrians and
others, many of them uprooted from other parts of
Syria. The Syrian army’s deployment raises questions

about the fate of a region where the YPG and its local
allies have carved out self-rule for years.

Making matters even more fraught, the humanitarian
group Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without
Borders) announced Tuesday that it had suspended
most of its activities in the region and evacuated all its
international staff. Meshmesh said the new reality on
the ground could pose a threat for people who had
evaded mandatory military service or Kurdish activists
who are wanted by the government.

For him, that paled in comparison to the Turkish
incursion. “It is an existential problem,” he said. “I’m
proud to be Syrian,” he said. “I prefer the Syrian gov-
ernment ... even if it may weaken the rights and dreams
that were built in the past eight years.” But with territo-
ry shifting hands at lightning speed and a new exodus
unfolding, Syrians must weigh up tough choices over
where to seek shelter.

In the city of Raqqa farther south, a young Syrian
Arab man hid in his home Tuesday, frantically following
the news, worried about the prospect of Syrian govern-
ment forces coming back. “I’m living in a state of terror. I
can’t sleep at night,” said the opposition activist, who is
in his 20s and didn’t want to give his name because he is
afraid of retribution. “I don’t know what I’m going to do.”

He has remained in his city since early in the war
even as its rulers shifted from rebels opposed to
President Bashar Al-Assad’s rule to Islamic State mili-
tants and then to Kurdish fighters. But now he fears a
return of state rule because of his past work with local
outlets and activists opposed to Assad. Syrian Kurdish
leaders have said the deal with Damascus involves only
army troops deploying at the border, and there has
been no official comment from the Syrian government.

But the activist and a second Raqqa resident said they
still worried that Kurdish forces would cut a deal with
Damascus and hand over Raqqa. Some in the city who
support Damascus rallied on Monday, calling for a return
of its rule and carrying photos of Assad for the first time
in years, he said. If it comes to it, his siblings, like many
others, would have no problem staying in Raqqa, so he
would have to find a way out alone, he said.

He hopes to get smuggled into territory in the north
under the control of mainly Sunni Arab Syrian rebels
funded and trained by Turkey, a swathe of Syria where
Turkish forces are stationed. For now, though, he is
waiting to see what happens. The activist said he had
heard from relatives in the north that some rebels had
been looting and acting inappropriately but he would
feel safer there than under state rule. “Listen, nobody is
good - they’re all criminals,” he said. “But some are
easier than others.”  —  Reuters

As war map shifts, 
fleeing Syrians face 
tough choices

BEIRUT: A week-old Turkish invasion of northeast
Syria combined with a US withdrawal have redrawn the
lines and left Russian-backed Syrian regime troops and
Ankara’s forces standing face-to-face. What are the
risks of an escalation? Experts argue that an all-out
conflict between Syrian regime forces and Turkey is
unlikely but they do not rule out sporadic clashes.

Where the forces stationed?
On October 9, the Turkish army and its Syrian prox-

ies launched a broad offensive against Kurdish forces
controlling swathes of northeastern Syria. The move
against the People’s Protection Units (YPG), a militia
Ankara considers a terrorist group, came after US
troops who were deployed along the border as a buffer
between the two enemies pulled back. Turkey and its
proxies - mostly Arab and Turkmen former rebels
defeated by regime forces earlier in Syria’s eight-year-
old conflict - have already conquered territory along
120 kilometers of the border.

In some areas, they have moved some 30 kilometers
deep into Syria territory, prompting the Kurds to turn
for help to the regime in Damascus. Government troops
responded and rushed north as soon as US troops
withdrew from some of their positions, including the
strategic city of Manbij. The Syrian government’s main
backer Russia swiftly sent its own forces to patrol the
new contact line between regime forces and the ex-
rebels.

“It is mostly rebel groups linked to Ankara who are
on the front lines, Turkish troops are mostly deployed
along the border,” the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights said. The intense ballet of military deployments
is redrawing the map of territorial control in a region
previously held by the US-backed and Kurdish-led
Syrian Defense Forces. “There’s a new map. And it’s the
regime sweeping almost everything, Turkey is left with
a few crumbs along the border,” said Thomas Pierret,
from the French National Centre for Scientific
Research.

Risk of flare-up? 
Turkey insists it will not stop the offensive until it

meets its declared goals of creating a buffer zone all
along the border, but it now has limited room for
manoeuvre in the face of the regime surge. Russia and
Iran, both Damascus allies, “will act as intermediaries to
ensure everybody stays on the patch they have been
allocated”, said geographer and Syria expert Fabrice
Balanche. He said incidents should not be ruled out
“due to the unclear nature of the territorial boundaries
and the presence on the Turkish side of uncontrollable
elements.” Two Syrian soldiers were killed near Ain Issa
in artillery fire from Turkish proxies Tuesday, the
Observatory said.

“There could be limited clashes... but no major bat-
tles,” Pierret said. “The Syrian army cannot take on
Turkey... The Turkish army is much better equipped.” “It
isn’t hard to imagine how areas retaken by the regime
could be used as a staging ground for YPG guerrilla

operations,” he said. The Kurdish force could be “rein-
vented as an anti-Turkey force” at Damascus and
Moscow’s orders. “It’s a very credible scenario and
could give Russia new leverage against Turkey.”

Informal deals? 
Moscow is keen to avert any escalation, analysts say.

“Russia is working overtime to prevent any type of
large scale conflict between Assad’s forces and Turkey
and its proxies,” said Nick Heras from the Center for
New American Security. Turkey together with Russia
and Iran launched the so-called Astana process which
provides a framework for peace talks on Syria. 

To win support for its invasion, Turkey will need to
make concessions over the Idlib region in Syria’s north-
west, Balanche predicted. “The Russians finally agreed
to this Turkish intervention in the north, in exchange for
Idlib,” he said, referring to the last opposition bastion in
Syria, a region where Ankara has some clout but which
Damascus wants to retake.

The strategic relationship between Ankara and
Moscow goes far beyond the Syrian conflict. NATO
member Turkey has ignored US warnings and acquired
Russia’s state-of-the-art S-400 missile defense system.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is expected in
Moscow on Thursday for talks with his Russian coun-
terpart Vladimir Putin. Putin’s office said a prior phone
call between the two leaders had emphasized “the need
to prevent confrontations between units of the Turkish
army and Syrian armed forces”.— AFP 

Can Turkey-Syria face-off flare up?

TAL TAMR: Displaced people, fleeing from the countryside of the Syrian Kurdish town of Ras Al-Ain along the border with Turkey, ride a motorcycle together along a road on the out-
skirts of the nearby town of Tal Tamr yesterday as they flee from the Turkish ‘Peace Spring’ military operation, with smoke plumes of tire fires billowing in the background to
decrease visibility for Turkish warplanes in the area. — AFP 


